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 Professor Bummbastic and the time machine

Guidle.com

An interactive and action-packed show for families. From 5 years.

In the brand new science show "The Supercomputer", families join Professor
Bummbastic to discover the amazing abilities of the human brain, which
also contains all our hopes, dreams and desires. Professor Bummbastic uses
fascinating experiments to bring you a little closer to neuroscience. Together
we will also put our senses to the test!

The boundaries of physics are crossed and the participants find themselves
in biology. Here, carnivorous plants and snakes equipped with heat sensors
await them. As you can see, the animal and plant kingdoms are not short of
super tricks. Of course, crowd favorite NAO, Professor Bummbastic's cheeky,
humanoid robot assistant, will not be missing. Also on board are Concordia's
popular laboratory stations, where children can experiment for themselves an
hour before the show begins.

"The Supercomputer" is an interactive and action-packed science show by
Professor Bummbastic. Is it about an unbeatable supercomputer or much
more? Be surprised and discover the laws and wonders of nature. Understand
how our unique world works.

A program by and with Raphael Oldani presented by Concordia.

Surprise! Download the new coloring picture by Professor Bummbastic &
Conci at www.concordia.ch/bummbastic, design it however you like, bring it
to the show and exchange it for a small surprise at the Concordia Lounge.

Language: Swiss dialect

Foyer, lab stations & box office: open 75 minutes before the start of the
performance (only payable with Twint)

Venue:
Brauiplatz 5
6280 Hochdorf

 www.bummbastic.ch/der-supercomputer

Contact Person:
Hotz'n'plotz Entertainment GmbH, Booking
Professor & Profesora Bummbastic
Kleinstrasse 16
8008 Zürich

 +41 78 314 27 48
 booking@hotznplotz.ch

Scan QR-Code to save this page offline,
share with friends and more.

https://s.et4.de/J_P6f
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Recommended from 5 years.

Note: This text was translated by machine translation software and not by a
human translator. It may contain translation errors.

booking@hotznplotz.ch

+41 78 314 27 48

Price Information:
Adults: CHF 38.00 / 33.00
Children: CHF 25.00 / 22.00

Events:
Sonntag, 10.11.2024, 14:00 - 16:00 Uhr


